2019 AI Conference Presentation Schedule
Use-case Track

Technical Track

1 :45 - 2:20

Reimagining "Care" in Healthcare using Al,
Priyanka Kharat, Parkland Center for
Clinical Innovation IPCCII

Implications of ML, Al
and Distributed Ledgers in the Quantum
Information Age, John Hooks, Spectramesh

2:25 - 3pm

The effects of Al/ML in Cybersecurity,
Brandon Niemczyk, Trend Micro

Digital Transformation using Cloud, Al/ML and
Data Analytics, Logan Vadivelu

3:05 - 3:40

Automated Object Detection and Robotic
Software for onboarding listing features for
Digital Marketplaces, Ganapathy
Subramanian, lnfogain

Time

3:45 - 4:30

ECSW 1.355

ECSW 1.315

Al in lnsureTech Market Where is it going?
Uni Rosales Yost, GoAskJay

Al and Digital Assistant for Enterprise Workforce
Collaboration, Ramesh Lakshmanan, Infosys
Deep-dive into Real-time Sepsis Predictions,
Zhijie IJetl Wang, Parkland Center for Clinical
Innovation IPCCII

Break

4:30 - 4:45
4:45 - 5:20

Voice of a Vehicle, Greg Bohl,
Harman Connected Services

Enterprise Al and Deep Learning with Mobile
Technologies, Carlos Lara, Poincare Group

5:25 - 6pm

Future of Driving and Al,
Meltem Ballan, General Motors

The Art of Building & Extracting Intelligence
From Digital Assets, Suren Konathala, Adobe

6:05 - 6:40

Azure Cognitive Services and the J.F.K Files,
Kenny Kinder & Ray Rios, Microsoft

Human Allied Artificial Intelligence, Devendra
Dhami, UT Dallas

6:45 - 7:20

Patterns and Field Practices in Frontier
Technologies with Al, Gurvinder Ahluwalia,
Digital Twin Labs

Conversational Al,
Priyanath Maji & Ganesh S, Infosys

7:25 - 8pm

Al's Role in Personalized Care !Life Sciences!,
Raj Pallapothu,
Bayer & Bio9 Ventures

Bots in Workplace,
Nipun Sharma, UiPath

Description of Tech-Talks & Speaker Information

Topic #6: Al and Digital Assistant for Enterprise Workforce collaboration
Presenter: Ramesh Lakshmanan, AVP - Digital, Al & Automation, Infosys

Topic #7: Al in InsureTech Market - Where is it going?
Presenter: Uni Rosales Yost, CEO/Founder, GoAskJay
The global insurance market is over $4 Trillion and growing. The insurance industry is faced with
changes in market demand and customer's expectation are forcing changes. Changes in
technology including Al, Blockchain, Voice and loT are creating a high demand for technology
specialists in data science, machine learning, developers lweb/mobilel, game and business
operations.
Uni Yost is a female serial entrepreneur in technology and business for over 20 years. Leading and
managing multiple businesses that focus on creating new products and services. Experienced in
technology, consulting and software development in multiple industries; healthcare, real estate,
finance, engineering, banking, etc.
Currently Uni is the CEO/Founder of a disruptive lnsurtech and Fintech platform in a $4 trillion
market, with a vision for global growth. Excited and happy to lead all women executive
leadership team to grow the company in the US and beyond to a multi-billion-dollar company
within 5 years.

Topic #8: Deep-dive into Real-time Sepsis Predictions
Presenter: Zhijie IJetl Wang, Director of Data Science, Parkland Center for Clinical Innovation
IPCCII.
Sepsis is one of the leading causes of mortality worldwide. There are more than 750,000 sepsis
hospitalizations in the United States annually that cause approximately 200,000 deaths. Early detection
and treatment is key to lowering mortality rate since every hour of delay increases the odds of mortality by
20%. PCCI developed a predictive model to predict in real-time the individual risk of a patient becoming
septic in the next 12 hours. The model achieves an AUC of 0.91 with accuracy 95%. This sepsis model was
baked into clinical workflows through industry standard APls. The model accesses EHR data in real time
via APls every five minutes and alerts the clinician if the risk is above a certain threshold.
Zhijie Wang has over 10 years of work experience in healthcare analytics and predictive modeling. He
currently serves as Director of Data Science at Parkland Center for Clinical Innovation (PCCI). Before
joining PCCI, Zhijie worked at Carolinas HealthCare System as a Senior Statistician for 3 years. Before
that, he worked at University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) as a Statistician for 4 years. Zhijie
obtained a master's degree in Statistics from Bowling Green State University.

Topic #9: Automotive Al and Voice of the Vehicle
Presenter: Greg Bohl, VP - Artificial Intelligence, Harman Connected Services
The vehicle available today had evolved into one of the most complex software and computing platforms
available to the average consumer. The volume of data generated from an autonomous vehicle can
surpass one terabyte a second. If we listen carefully, the data flow becomes the voice of the vehicle and
will tell us many things about itself, its occupants, and the world around it. This discussion will review the
commercial aspects of vehicle data as well as the software methods used both onboard (embedded) and
cloud based to produce value.

Greg Bohl is Vice President, automotive Artificial Intelligence for Harman Connected Services. His work
with Al was launched over 20 years ago while at the Sabre Group and has continued through several
companies including multiple start-ups. Greg has worked globally with OEMs defining a path of how
Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) can be used in the connected car. He is a frequent
contributor and speaker on the topic of automotive artificial intelligence. Publications range from
numerical studies in clean technology through patents for predictive systems and methods used in the
automotive industry. Greg has earned a 85-15 and MBA from the University of Texas, Arlington.

Topic #10: Enterprise Al and Deep Learning with Mobile Technologies
Presenter: Carlos Lara, Al Technical Founder and CEO, Poincare Group
We will discuss how to approach creating a brand-new deep learning project for an enterprise. We will
begin by exploring the value of fast prototyping and research using PyTorch or TF Keras. Then, we will
focus on engineering end-to-end computer vision pipelines using TensorFlow, including mobile
deployment to iOS and Android in production using TensorFlow Lite.
Carlos Lara is the technical founder and CEO of Poincare Group, enterprise Al consulting firm
headquartered in Dallas, TX. He is a senior Al consultant and deep learning engineer with a background in
mathematics, theoretical physics, nuclear engineering, mobile application development, public speaking,
and startups. Carlos also founded the Al Technical Founders Meetup and the Technical Founders YouTube
channel, with the mission to empower entrepreneurs and engineers to become Al technical founders. He
loves mentoring and teaching others how to develop deep learning models, cross-platform mobile
applications, and the success mindset. Carlos is deeply passionate about Al, business, public speaking,
personal development, and success.

Topic #11: Future of Driving and Al
Presenter: Dr. Meltem Ballan, Data Scientist, General Motors
Driving and sitting at a passenger seat are part of our daily life experiences. Over the years, the experience
and expectations have changed. Just 20 years ago the driving experience was about mechanical
advancements; now we talk about vehicle as a connected platform. The main parts of the talk will be on
history of vehicles and driving as well as the technological advancements. The talk will develop around
human experience and how to take the human out of driving equation and to project a self-driving car
experience. The main components of self-driving cars are not the engines anymore; but, the Al
technologies allowing to crunch telemetry data and provide instant insights. I will provide a quick
summary of the Al techniques and models before I close my talk.
Meltem is an experienced leader, data scientist and strategist with a unique combination of analytical and
leadership expertise of 10 years in industry, and 10 years in academia. She recently joined GM as a senior
member of Chief Data and Analytics Office. During her career, she has designed complex machine learning
models and implemented Al projects including natural language processing (NLP), linear and logistic
regression, supervised and unsupervised learning, deep learning algorithms (CNN & RNN) and hybrid
approaches of computer vision. Her passion for cognitive and biological bases of data prompted her to
have a career in academia where she received a degree in Complex Systems and Brain Sciences with a
minor in cognitive and behavioral neuroscience. She implemented her knowledge of neuroscience and
analytics while a professor at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Medical School.

Topic #12: The Art of Building & Extracting Intelligence From Digital Assets
Presenter: Suren Konathala, Technical Architect, Adobe
Digital assets are key resources for many organizations. Even though a lot of technical infrastructure is
built around them like DAMs, Analytics, Websites, these solutions do not make the assets smart. Also lot
of manual work is spent to extract metadata from them. In this session, I will discuss & demo simple ways
to process digital assets using existing sophisticated technologies to extract & build intelligence
around/with them. The best part is that, neither you need to have Al/ML knowledge nor write complex
algorithms.
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